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OUT OF BOUNDS is defined by black and white pegs or boundary fences which run the 

boundary of the course. A player can take a drop and play the ball with the GENERAL 

PENALTY (2 strokes) from where the ball left play. Reason to speed up play. 

 If a ball is lost or out of bounds, the player must take stroke-and-distance relief by adding one penalty stroke and 

playing the original ball or another ball from where the previous stroke was made (see Rule 14.6). 

Exception – Player May Substitute Another Ball under Other Rule When It Is Known or Virtually 

Certain What Happened to Ball: Instead of taking stroke-and-distance relief, the player 

may substitute another ball as allowed under a Rule that applies when his or her ball has not been found and 

it is known or virtually certain that the ball: 

 Came to rest on the course and was moved by an outside influence (see Rule 9.6) or played as a wrong ball by 

another player (see Rule 6.3c(2)), 

 Came to rest on the course in or on a movable obstruction (see Rule 15.2b) or an abnormal course 

condition (see Rule 16.1e), 

 Is in a penalty area (see Rule 17.1c), or 

 Was deliberately deflected or stopped by any person (see Rule 11.2c). 

 STAKED TREES Are small trees defined by a stake or a young tree under 1mx1m. A 

player must drop a ball no nearer the hole within a club length so as the swing does not affect 

the tree. Reason protection of young trees.  

The young trees identified by [identify markings] are no play zones: 

 If a player's ball lies anywhere on the course other than in a penalty area and it lies on or touches such a tree or 

such a tree interferes with the player's stance or area of intended swing, the player must take relief under Rule 

16.1f. 

 If the ball lies in a penalty area, and interference to the player's stance or area of intended swing exists from 

such a tree, the player must take relief either with penalty under Rule 17.1e or with free relief under Rule 

17.1e(2). 

 PREFFERED LIES are to be a club grip length no nearer the hole and not within 1 

metre of the base a tree within the fairway. 

 TREE ROOTS no relief from tree roots. If on any fairway preferred lies as above. 

 BUNKERS AND SURROUNDS no preferred lies in bunkers under normal playing 

conditions unless specified by the match committee. E.G. COVID restrictions. If the 

blue barriers interrupt a players swing a free drop within the bunker can be sort 

within line of sight.  Reason man made obstruction. Long grass above bunkers as on 

the 5th and 14th green is defined as rough.  

 15th fairway preferred lie of 1 metre no nearer the hole from the men’s 15th tee to 

the hazard. Reason lack of fairway coverage. 
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 ROADS are an integral part of the course except the roads which are laid with gravel 

(BLUE METAL) a free drop no nearer the hole can be sort. Preferred lies are still in 

play. Reason roads are not yet defined. 

 FENCES (white dividing) around the 8th/17th and 9th/18thgreen. Relief can be sort in a 

line no nearer the hole if interrupting players swing. Reason stops players removing 

course structures. 

 POWER LINES If a players ball strikes the power lines on the 4th/13th hole the shot is 

replayed without penalty. Refer to rule 14.6 for clarification.  

 FAIRWAY MOUNDS on the 1st/10th, 4th/13th and 7th/16th fairways are considered 

rough. These will be defined by longer grass then the fairway. 


